Testimonials from our clients:
This is a compilation of testimonials from our amazing clients, which we have been given
permission to share.
Air New Zealand, Cuddle class press day:
Flexible, friendly, professional, know their coffee and understand brands
Portland Brown, RESI exhibition:
Working with Robin and his company has been very easy and very effective for us. Robin
increased traffic to our stand and as a result we have gained a significant volume of high
quality leads.
Arriva, Appy caffe roadshow:
Arriva prides itself on delivering the highest possible standards in customer experience, and
the service provided by Coffee Geek & Friends throughout the roadshow mirrored that ethos
perfectly. The team very much became an extension of our own, displaying the
professionalism and warmth that we wanted our events to convey.
Kiehl's, Loreal, Kiehl's Regent st launch:
A very professional and organized company who go above and beyond to create a fantastic
event that our customers loved! I would highly recommend!
ICS, Recruitment live:
I met with Robin and his team the day prior to the event, Robin was amazing in helping ICS
set up, going above and beyond all expectations. Robin wanted to know about ICS’
business so that he could engage with clients and even when visitors to the stand asked
about the coffee business Robin didn’t try to sell his services, he kept advising us that he
was there to promote ICS.
I would highly recommend Robin and his team.
Seen presents, Natwest Spitalfields market day:
Robin and the team at Coffee Geek bring a warm and fun vibe to any event they work on
but at the same time they are absolute professionals. They really are an extension of the
team and we will get them involved in our events at every opportunity.
Nutmeg, upgrade your ISA promotion:
Robin was superb in every way, try to involve him from the start and get his thoughts on
how to execute your chosen event he has a lot of experience and some cracking ideas.
Robin understood our brand and was an amazing representative not only with his coffee but
the appearance of the stand, his customer service and sales pitch.
We will certainly be looking to use Coffee Geek and Friends in the future.
Flourish creative, Arsenal and Indesit football tour
Robin, Matt and their casual staff were an absolute pleasure to work with. They were
professional, client friendly, completely understood our needs and they went above and
beyond to ensure their elements of our event were a huge success. We would hire them
again in an instant.
Vauxhall cars, Stockton on tees:
Excellent service that added to a great atmosphere in the showroom throughout the event

G adventures, G project launch:
Coffee Geek and Friends were friendly, professional, efficient and most of all made a great
cup of coffee!
Seen presents, Natwest Bristol mortgage promotion:
These guys are flexible, have a great positive attitude and keenness to find solutions to
problems and to produce the best possible product and experiences for your guests. They
also go above and beyond and bring their personalities to their drinks service; engaging with
guests and showing an interest in the product being promoted.
Brita water filters, London Coffee Festival:
Coffee geek and friends really helped us out to ensure the event run smoothly. Many thanks
for their great support and for their excellent service.

